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ICJ hearings over Ukrainian imprisoned sailors underway
PACE adopts draft that may change rules to benefit Russia
PACE committee adopts draft resolution that may
change rules to benefit of Russia.

Russia’s seizure of Ukraine's Crimea region and its
support for separatists in eastern Ukraine. Here’s
the background.

Relatives of Ukrainian hostages of the Kremlin ask
PACE to prevent lifting Russia sanctions.

Ukraine’s deputy foreign minister: Russia trying to
manipulate International Court of Justice.

Open letter of lawyers & foreign policy experts:
stop efforts to weaken Council of Europe’s powers
to sanction violators.
Rebecca Harms: Germany and France should stop
supporting Russia’s unconditional return to PACE.
Ukraine, Georgia submit letter to UN on Security
Council Veto. The two countries want to limit
permanent member veto power

Ukraine continues to move towards EU and NATO
– Zelensky.
Russian sharp power targeting the European
elections in Central-Eastern Europe.
StopFakeNews #237 with Marko Suprun. Fake:
IMF killed Ukraine’s Economy. Kerch Strait
incident was a Ukrainian provocation. UN
Maritime tribunal Decision on captured Ukrainian
soldiers and vessels is illegitimate.

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) starts
public hearings this week in Kyiv’s case over

Left: Two Crimean
Tatar human rights
defenders detained
in occupied Crimea
Right: ‘We are not a
bridge; we are the
West,’ a Ukrainian
president needs to
follow Latvian one
in declaring,
Portnikov says

The tragic consequences of possible default in Ukraine
The power of women peacemakers and peacebuilders in Ukraine
The tragic consequences of possible default in
Ukraine. Igor Kolomoisky continues to insist that
Ukraine should default on the country’s external
debt.
PM Groysman: declaring default will trigger
uncontrolled inflation.
Zelenskyi team proposes referendum on peace deal
with Russia. Here’s why that’s a problem.
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Andrew Wilson: “Russia has many other options

for destabilizing Ukraine, that do not involve
grabbing actual territory”.
Value and build up. Ukrainians must recognize the
achievements of the last five years and not give
into backsliding.
Champions for change: The power of women
peacemakers and peacebuilders in Ukraine.
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Bringing democracy to traumatized Shchastia
Sixty-nine humanitarian aid trucks arrive in Donbas
June 3, Five attacks by Russian proxies yesterday:
no losses among Ukrainian soldiers.
Zelenskyi appoints Kuchma as representative in
Trilateral Contact Group.

Sixty-nine trucks with international humanitarian
aid have crossed the Novotroitske checkpoint in
Donbas, the press center of the Joint Forces
Headquarters reports.

Zelenskyi visits frontline positions in Donbas.

GoCamps initiative invites English-speaking
volunteers to inspire Donbas kids.

Bringing democracy to Shchastia, traumatized wartown with a happy name.

45,000 Ukrainian troops have participated in
peacekeeping missions globally since 1992

Left: 5 years of war: separating facts
from fiction. Photo: Consequences of
rocket fire launched by Russian
hybrid forces in Skhidny Raion,
Mariupol, Jan. 24, 2015. 29 people
killed, 92 injured
Right: Sonia’s school is just one of

over 750 educational facilities that
have been damaged or destroyed in
Ukraine’s five-year conflict. (Video)

Right:

115 Ukrainians politically prosecuted in Russia, Crimea
Dangerously ill Crimean Tatar political prisoner under horrific pressure
Human rights activist: 115 Ukrainian citizens
prosecuted for political reasons in Russia,
annexed Crimea.
Russia uses wholesale arrests to try to crush
Crimean Tatar human rights movement.
Russia offers dangerously ill Crimean Tatar
political prisoner his life for a ‘confession’.
Lawyer: Bekirov coughs up blood, experiences
choking attacks.
Russia detains & prosecutes Crimean Solidarity
rights activist for being tagged on Facebook.

.

Crimean activist convicted in Russia calls on
Russians to protest.

Any activism in occupied Crimea will instantly
lead to detentions – Chiygoz.
Ukraine introduced sanctions against Russian
institutions involved in illegal archaeological
excavations in occupied Crimea.
Annexation of Crimea to be presented in Russian
history textbooks as "reunification of the Crimea
and Sevastopol with Russia".
Fakes and lies about Ukraine almost double in
Russian Proxy Donbas ‘Republics’.
Historian of the Soviet Terror jailed for 9 years in
Russia.
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President Zelenskyi’s first 10 days: key steps to look at
Highly anticipated Anti-Corruption Court to launch in 3 months
Russia’s new sanctions against Ukraine, the IMF
mission and more – uacrisis weekly update #18,
27 May – 2 June.

Ukrainian medical students take American exams.
Poroshenko becomes chairman of European
Solidarity Party.

President Zelenskyi’s first 10 days: key steps to
look at.

Ukraine's President lost billionaire status in office
and more.

Highly anticipated Anti-Corruption Court prepares
for launch in three months.

Citizenship restored, Saakashvili returns to
Ukraine.

Ukraine's parliament has rejected Prime Minister
V. Hroysman's resignation after President
Volodymyr Zelenskiy on May 20 called on the
government to step down.

Kvartal-95 co-owner believes agreeing with
Russia to end war possible, calls for limiting
language requirements.

Zelenskyi requests dismissal of several ministers
and other government heads.
Zelensky changes NSDC composition, becomes
its head.
The IMF mission has concluded its visit to
Ukraine and is ready to return to Kyiv to continue
discussions after the parliamentary elections.

Many are called but few are chosen: how
Zelenskyi’s party plans to win elections.
Protesters have torn down a towering bust of
Soviet military hero Marshal Georgy Zhukov in
Kharkiv, Ukraine’s second-largest city.
Ukraine’s Supreme Court claims illegal Zelensky
appointment is not its business.

How the Ministry of Healthcare is trying to make

Left: Lesya Shchutska awarded
prize from European Physical
Society
Right: Dmitry Gerasimenko created
Ahrefs service: now it earns
millions and competes with Google.

Ukraine raises 5 places in ranking of competitive economies
Paymentwall opens new R&D office in Kyiv
Ukraine raises by 5 places in the ranking of
competitive economies in the world.
Ukrainian programming learning online platform
Mate academy raises $580,000.

Paymentwall opens new R&D office in Kyiv to
boost operations.
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Chornobyl's
Reindeer.
The
Norwegian
herders still
living in the
shadow of
nuclear
disaster.

Exhibition of Sushchenko’s art opens in New York City
Ukraine's Redkach knocks out Alexander in sixth round
Made in Ukraine: Lviv shopping guide. A list of
the best places to find all things made in Ukraine,
local artwork and music, and antiques.
Exhibition of drawings by Kremlin's Ukrainian

prisoner Sushchenko opens in New York City.
Ukraine's Redkach knocks out Alexander in sixth
round. Nearly 10 years into his pro career, Ivan
Redkach finally lived up to his potential.

Russian archaeologists
appropriate over a
million Crimean
artifacts
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